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Your Home for Bridge

Workshops with Susan
Tuesdays 10am-12pm
Join Susan for an exciting new group of workshops specially designed for intermediate
and advancing players. Practice what you know and learn some new concepts to bring
your summer into focus!
WS #1
Modern Uses of Cuebids
There are hundreds of cuebids. This workshop explores the most coomonly used cuebids to take
your competitive bidding to the next level. Once you work through these materials, you will be
comfortable with cuebids in response to partners opening bids and overcalls, asking for stoppers,
Stayman over interference and more... May 15th
WS #2
Interfering Over Opener’s 1NT Bid
Your opponent opens 1NT. Now what? Do I interfere? Do I defend? Join in on this workshop
to find out how and when to interfere and what systems are best to use over a strong notrump
and a weak notrump. May 22nd
WS #3
You Want Me To Lead What? Practice Session
Opening leads are the defenders’ first shot at setting declarer. First you choose the defensive
strategy, then choose the suit and finally the card within the suit. Review all of these ideas in a
supervised setting to get your defense off to the best start! May 29th
WS #4
Strip Endplays
A “Never Ever” suit is one you would like for your opponents to lead to eliminate a loser for
you. Each suit has a job and the strip endplay can be seen at trick #1! Make plans to attend this
workshop to see how to execute a strip enplay and take more tricks as declarer! June 12th
WS #5
The Dummy Is Your Best Friend
Did you know there are actually three defenders? Yep! The dummy gives lots of clues as to
which defensive strategy you need to employ to take maximum tricks on defense. This workshop will explore the three types of dummies and which strategy works best. June 19th

WS #6
Get Those Signals Straight! Practice Session
Attitude, Count, Suit Preference Signals are great in isolation but how do you tell which signal
to send when and then what do you do with that signal? Review all three signals while practicing receiving end during this supervised play setting. You will be sending and receiving these
signals in a more confident manner at the end of this practice session. June 26th
$40/Class ~ BAND Patron 30% Discount ~ Multiple Class Discount BPM Punch Cards
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